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Temporal locality of reference in Web request streams emerges from two distinct phenomena: the
popularity of Web objects and the temporal correlation of requests. Capturing these two elements
of temporal locality is important because it enables cache replacement policies to adjust how they
capitalize on temporal locality based on the relative prevalence of these phenomena. In this paper,
we show that temporal locality metrics proposed in the literature are unable to delineate between
these two sources of temporal locality. In particular, we show that the commonly-used distribution of
reference interarrival times is predominantly determined by the power law governing the popularity
of documents in a request stream.
To capture (and more importantly quantify) both sources of temporal locality in a request stream, we
propose a new and robust metric that enables accurate delineation between locality due to popularity
and that due to temporal correlation. Using this metric, we characterize the locality of reference in a
number of representative proxy cache traces. Our ndings show that there are measurable dierences
between the degrees (and sources) of temporal locality across these traces, and that these dierences
are eectively captured using our proposed metric. We illustrate the signicance of our ndings
by proposing and evaluating a novel Web cache replacement policy|called GreedyDual*|which ex-
ploits both long-term popularity and short-term temporal correlation in an adaptive fashion. Our
trace-driven simulation experiments show the superior performance of GreedyDual* when compared
to other Web cache replacement policies.
Keywords: Temporal locality of reference; Temporal correlation; Web access characterization and
modeling; Zipf law; Cache replacement policies; Performance evaluation.
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1 Introduction
Web access patterns exhibit a number of unique properties that have been identied and characterized.
Examples of such properties include the Zipf-like prole of document1 popularity [17, 10], the heavy-
tailed distribution of document sizes [4], the correlation between document size and popularity [17],
the self-similar characteristics of traÆc resulting from Web accesses [4, 11], and the temporal, spatial,
and geographical locality of reference exhibited in a request stream [2]. The prevalence of some of
these properties has motivated the development of many protocols (and optimizations thereof) that
exploit such properties. For example, knowledge of document size distributions was used in [22] to
enable novel load balancing across hosts in a Web server cluster. Another example is Web document
prefetching mechanisms [20, 33], which leverage on spatial locality characteristics.
Motivation: Two of the most important properties exhibited in Web access patterns are (1) the
highly skewed popularity of Web documents, and (2) the strong temporal locality of reference exhibited
in request streams. Studies of Web access pattern characteristics have identied the presence of both
of these properties. Web document popularity was found to follow a Zipf-like distribution, whereby
the frequency of document access is proportional to the rank of the document. Temporal locality of
reference|the property that recently requested documents are likely to be requested again|was also
observed in Web request streams [4, 5, 12, 21, 28].
Both of these properties have implications with respect to caching and replication protocols. On
the one hand, the highly skewed popularity of Web documents suggests the use of long-term frequency
information in replacement (placement) strategies for caching (replication) protocols. Examples of this
approach include the server-initiated replication strategies proposed in [8] and the frequency-based
cache replacement strategies such as LFU. On the other hand, the temporal locality of reference in
Web request streams suggest the use of short-term residency information (e.g. time since last access) in
replacement strategies for caching protocols. LRU cache replacement strategies and its generalization
[12, 24] leverage on this property.
The relationship and distinction between popularity and temporal locality properties in Web ac-
cess patterns is often blured. This is partially the result of the causal relationship between these two
properties|highly popular documents tend to be referenced frequently, and thus exhibit stronger lo-
cality of reference patterns than those of less popular documents. Popularity|while an important
contributor to temporal locality|is not the only catalyst. In particular, temporal correlation of re-
peated references to documents is another important contributor to locality of reference. An important
question is whether these properties reect fundamentally dierent phenomena that can be exploited
independently.2
Paper Contribution and Scope: In this paper we provide an aÆrmative answer to this question.
We show that the distribution of reference interarrival times (commonly used to characterize temporal
locality [4, 10, 12, 14, 28]) is insensitive to temporal locality induced through temporal correlation of
references. To that end, we quantify the inherent relationship between Zipf-like popularity proles and
the distribution of reference interarrival times.
To capture both aspects of temporal locality, we propose a new and robust metric that enables
accurate delineation between locality due to popularity and that due to temporal correlation. Using
this metric, we characterize the locality of reference in a number of representative proxy cache traces.
1In this paper, we use the term \document" to refer to an object, le, etc.
2This independence can be illustrated by a simple example. References to a very popular document scatter randomly,
thus locality of this document is strong, but the references do not exhibited temporal correlation. Similarly, a document
that is unpopular over a long time scale may be referenced many times over shorter time scales.
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Our ndings show that there are measurable dierences between the degrees of temporal locality across
these traces, and that these dierences are eectively captured using our proposed metric.
Our ndings suggest that cache replacement policies must leverage on both popularity and temporal
correlation properties. Furthermore, such policies must be able to adjust (in an on-line fashion) the
relative merits of long-term frequency information versus short-term residency information in making
eviction decisions. To that end, we present GreadyDual* (GD*), an adaptive cache replacement policy
that uses our metric. We demonstrate GD*'s superiority through extensive trace-driven simulations.
2 Related Work
Temporal Locality in Web Request Streams: Denning and Schwartz [18] established the funda-
mental properties that characterize the phenomenon of locality. Such properties are the catalyst for
well-established practices in the design of caching systems in hierarchical memory structures [37]. In
order to apply these practices to the design of Web caching and prefetching systems, it's important to
characterize the degree of locality present in typical Web request streams.
Early characterizations of Web access patterns suggested the presence of strong temporal locality
of reference [2, 4, 12, 21, 28]. However, more recent studies have concluded that this temporal locality
is weakening [6]. One reason for this trend was attributed to eective client caching. To understand
this, it suÆces to note that the request stream generated by a client using an eÆcient caching policy is
precisely the set of requests that missed in the client cache. Such a request stream is likely to exhibit
weak temporal locality of reference|in particular, a recently accessed object is unlikely to be accessed
again in the future.3
Stack Distance Model: In [30], Mattson et al introduced the concept of stack distances as a means
for analyzing the behavior of demand-paged memory systems and for evaluating the performance of
memory management schemes. Stack distance refers to the number of unique references separating
consecutive references to the same document. Stack distance strings are equivalent in information
content to the reference string, but are more easily handled by mathematical models.
In [38], Spirn proposes the use of a Markov stack distance model to capture program behavior.
A Markov stack distance model enables the prediction of future reference distances based on the most
recently generated distances. As such, this model is unable to capture the long-range dependencies
among references [38] and hence is unable to capture the bursty nature of page faults, which tend in
real programs to occur in clusters (as a result of working set changes).
In [2], Almeida et al used the marginal distribution of stack distance strings to characterize tem-
poral locality. Their analysis of Web request streams, revealed that the marginal distributions of
stack distances followed a lognormal distribution. Moreover, it revealed the existence of long-range
dependencies in stack distance strings, which they attributed to spatial locality of reference.
While the Stack Distance Model provides means for characterizing the degree of temporal locality
that exists in a request stream, it is not capable of delineating the cause of such locality|namely
locality due to popularity and locality due to the temporal correlation of references. Capturing (and
more importantly quantifying) these two elements of temporal locality is important because it allows
cache replacement policies (for instance) to adjust how they capitalize on temporal locality based on
3Assuming very eÆcient client caching, it follows that repeated requests to an object at a caching proxy are likely
to be from multiple clients, and thus are reective of popularity and not of temporal correlation of references. This was
termed geographical locality of reference in [8]. This observation is supported by our ndings later in this paper regarding
the relative contributions of popularity and temporal correlation to locality properties.
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the relative prevalence of these properties in the request stream. In particular, a cache replacement
that favors long-term frequency information (e.g. LFU) over short-term residency information (e.g.
LRU) is likely to be more eective for a request stream whose temporal locality is due mostly to the
skewed long-term popularity distribution of documents. The opposite would be true for a request
stream whose temporal locality is due mostly to short-term temporal correlation of document requests.
This point is further explained later in this paper.
Reference Interarrival Model: Using an independent reference model [13], Breslau et al [10] showed
that the Zipf-like [42] popularity prole of documents in Web request streams can asymptotically
explain other properties (namely, cache eÆciency and temporal locality). In particular, they showed
that the probability of referencing an object t units of time after it has been last referenced is roughly
proportional to 1=t. Thus, the distribution of reference interarrival times4 could be used to model
temporal locality. In this paper, we call this the reference interarrival model.
As we will show later, the reference interarrival model cannot fully capture the temporal locality
exhibited in Web request streams. It also does not delineate locality due to popularity and locality due
to the temporal correlation of references. Rather, because of the strong relationship between popularity
and reference interarrival time distribution, this model tends to disguise reference correlation, which|
as established in [2]|is one catalyst for temporal locality in Web request streams.
Exploiting Temporal Locality Properties: Locality of reference properties have been exploited in
a number of Web caching, replication, and prefetching protocols and systems. Generally speaking, such
protocols can be classied as: (1) Server-based (i.e. at the server or a proxy thereof) [7, 8, 15], (2) Client-
based (i.e. at the client or a proxy thereof) [1, 9], or (3) Network-based (i.e. in the network, transparent
to both the server and the client) [23, 12, 28, 14, 33, 20]. An important reason for this classication
is that Web reference characteristics are likely to be dierent in each of the above categories. To
understand this, it suÆces to note that at each of the above categories, the request streams being
multiplexed through a cache (or replica) are signicantly dierent. For client-based caches, the request
streams are from a limited and possibly homogeneous community of users (e.g. students in a University,
or subscribers to a local ISP, etc.). For server-based caches (or replicas), the request streams are to the
limited set of documents oered by the server. For network-based caches, neither of these constraints
could be assumed. Furthermore, misses in client-based caches are hits in network-based caches, and
misses in those are hits in server-based caches (or replicas).
If the underlying determinant of temporal locality is dierent for each of the above categories, it
follows that an eective cache replacement strategy must be able to delineate between the dierent
causes of temporal locality and to quantify their relative signicance (in order to eectively capitalize
thereon). In the Section 3 of this paper, we present a metric that enables such a capability. In Section
4, we sketch and evaluate a cache replacement strategy that eectively uses this metric.
3 Characterizing Temporal Locality of Reference
3.1 Traces Used in our Characterization
In this paper we used traces from DEC [19] and NLANR [31]. Some of the characteristics of these
traces are shown in Table 1.
Preprocessing of DEC Traces: Our preprocessing of the DEC traces followed the same procedures
described in [10, 12]. In particular, we have excluded non-cache-able requests, including cgi-bin requests
4In other words, the probability of a given interval of time between consecutive requests.
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Trace All requests Unique requests HR1 BHR1
DEC: 29/8-4/9, 1996 3,543,968(44.9G) 1,354,996(21.9G) 48.7% 35.8%
NLANR site RTP: 4/6-17/6, 1999 9,113,027(91.4G) 3,249,549(45.2G) 64.3% 50.7%
NLANR site SD: 4/6-17/6, 1999 9,082,461(129.7G) 3,549,609(61.5G) 60.9% 52.6%
NLANR site UC: 4/6-17/6, 1999 8,983,585(113.1G) 2,459,366(47.3G) 72.6% 58.2%
Table 1: Traces used in this paper
and queries. In addition, in our experiments, we count a request as a hit if the last modication times
of the cached object and the actual reply to users are the same when both are known, or if the object
size has not changed when both last modication times are unknown. In this paper we only present the
results we obtained from the rst week of the DEC trace (results from the other weeks were identical).
Preprocessing of NLANR Traces: Our preprocessing of the NLANR traces was more elaborate.
The NLANR traces include many IMS (If-Modied-Since) and REFRESH requests with a reply code
of \304" (Not Modied). In order to include such requests in the workload, we had to nd the sizes of
the documents of such requests. We do so through a 2-pass scanning of the entire trace.5 In addition
to this preprocessing, we have also excluded non-cache-able requests, including cgi-bin requests and
queries. In this paper we only present the results we obtained from the three two-week NLANR traces
from sites RTP, SD, and UC (hereafter called the RTP, SD, and UC traces).
3.2 Characterizing Popularity
Numerous studies [6, 10, 17] have shown that a Zipf-like distribution (i.e. a power law) can model the
relationship between the popularity of a document and its popularity rank.6 Namely, this relationship
can be expressed as a power law: P   , 0 <  < 1, where P is the document's likelihood of access
and  is its popularity rank. Thus the value of  could be used to characterize the Zipf-like popularity
of Web documents in a request stream. Table 2 shows a least-square t of the values of  for our trace
set.
Trace DEC trace RTP trace SD trace UC trace
 0.77 0.71 0.73 0.66
Table 2: Values of  (power law parameter) governing document popularity in the various traces.
Another way of conveying the popularity prole of documents in a request stream is to characterize
the number of documents referenced at least k times|denoted by D(k)|as a function of k. This can
be expressed as: D(k)  k 1=, which corresponds to transposing the x-axis and y-axis of the P   
distribution. Figure 1 shows the plots of this distribution for our trace set. The log-log scale plots
are close to straight lines with slopes that are close to  1=. These results are in line with previous
studies on popularity distributions [2, 4, 10, 17].
5This process was 96%-successful in identifying cache-able requests. The remaining 4% were IMS and Refresh requests
for which we were unable to identify the document sizes.
6In the remainder of this paper, we use the terms \Zipf-like distribution" and \power law" interchangeably.














































































Figure 1: Number of documents referenced  k times.
3.3 Characterizing Reference Recency
In [10], Breslau et al argued that a combination of Zipf-like popularity proles and an independent
reference model can explain asymptotic properties of Web request streams, including temporal locality
properties. They proposed that temporal locality be captured quantitatively by relating the probability
of a future access to the time elapsed since the last access. Namely, the probability that a document
will be referenced at time t after it is last referenced is roughly proportional to 1=t.
To examine the expressiveness of this reference interarrival model in capturing temporal locality,
we plot the fraction of references as a function of the time elapsed t since the last reference measured
in 5-minute intervals. Figure 2 shows these distributions for the traces in Table 1.
For the DEC trace, the log-log scale plots in Figure 2 are nearly straight lines with slope quite
close to -1.0 except for the existence of diurnal spikes [12, 21]. This conrms the applicability of the
reference interarrival model (that the probability of access is proportional to 1=t) and the observations
in [12, 28]. For the NLANR traces, the plots in Figure 2 display similar properties,7 except that the
slopes of the bodies are in the  0:65   0:73 range. The variations in the values of  across the
NLANR traces can explained by noting that the traces reect dierent workloads. These variations
aside, the values of  for the NLANR traces are clearly less than that measured for the DEC trace.
The lower value of  in the NLANR traces (vintage 1999) compared to the the DEC traces (vintage
1996) may be symptomatic of the weakening in temporal locality over time documented in [6].
7The \dip" at the extreme right-hand-side of the plots is due to the limited length (in time) of the traces we analyzed.
The relationship between popularity and reference interarrivals we prove in Appendix A gives an analytical explanation
for this \dip".



















































































Minutes since the last reference
UC trace
Figure 2: Probability distribution of reference interarrival times.
The distribution of reference interarrivals is reective of both popularity and temporal correlation.
In particular, the skewed distributions evident in Figure 2 may well be a reection of the skewed
popularity prole illustrated in Figure 1. Highly popular documents tend to be referenced frequently,
and thus will exhibit shorter reference interarrival times; less popular documents, on the other hand,
tend to be referenced infrequently, and thus will exhibit longer reference interarrival times. In the
following subsection we establish quantitatively this relationship.
3.4 Popularity as a Dimension of Temporal Locality
The skewed popularity prole of documents in Web request streams is not the only source of temporal
locality. To explain this point, consider the following two request streams: ``XAXBXCXDXEXF...''
and ``GGHHIIJJKKLL...''. Obviously, both streams exhibit temporal locality properties. In the rst
stream, the locality is due to the popularity of X, whereas in the second stream it is due to the
correlation in time of the 1st and 2nd requests for G, H, I, J, K, and L. Temporal locality due to
popularity is preserved under reordering. Thus, in a random permutation of the rst stream, reference
interarrival time is still proportional to the probability of access. Temporal locality due to correlation
in time is not preserved under reordering.
Given the above two dimensions of temporal locality, an important question is whether the char-
acterization of temporal locality using the reference interarrival model is capable of quantifying the
eects of popularity and temporal correlation, independently.
To answer this question, we consider the changes in the distributional characteristics of reference
interarrivals in Figure 2 when the traces are subjected to a random permutations. The left-hand-side
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plots in Figure 3 are similar to those in Figure 2, with the exception that here we measure distance
between two consecutive references using the number of intervening references instead of the absolute
interarrival time. This dierence tends to mask the diurnal spikes shown in Figure 2. The right-hand-
side plots in Figure 3 are obtained by applying a random permutation to our traces, thus eliminating
correlation in time while preserving the popularity prole of documents in the trace.
Comparing the left-hand-side and right-hand-side plots in Figure 3 reveals no signicant changes
in the distributions except for being \smoothed" as a result of trace scrambling.7 Table 3 shows
the slopes of these plots using a least-square t. The fact that there is little change as a result of
scrambling suggests that the distribution of reference interarrival times is predominantly determined
by the distribution of document popularity in the trace and, thus, cannot eectively quantify the degree
of temporal correlation in the request stream.
Trace DEC trace RTP trace SD trace UC trace
Original 0.95 0.71 0.65 0.73
Scrambled 0.84 0.68 0.62 0.69
Table 3: Slopes of the curves in Figure 3.
The strong relationship between popularity and reference interarrival distributions is evident in
the relationship between the slopes of the log-log scale plots in Figure 1 and Figure 3 (right). This
relationship is formalized in the following Theorem.
Theorem 1 If the distribution of document popularity in a request stream asymptotically follows a
power law with parameter , where 0:5    1, then the distribution of reference interarrivals in a
random permutation of that request stream can be characterized asymptotically using a power law with
parameter (2  1).
Proof: See Appendix A.
The above Theorem suggests that a less skewed popularity prole tends to result in weaker tem-
poral locality. Moreover, since (2   1) < , it follows that temporal locality resulting from skewed
popularity is limited. Two special cases are: (1) When  = 1, the slope of reference interarrival dis-
tribution is also unity. This is veried by the work [10]. (2) When  is close to 0.5, theoretically, the
slope of reference interarrival distribution approaches 0.
It is important to note the dierence between the above asymptotic relationship and the distribu-
tions obtained from realistic request streams. In particular, as shown in our proof, the right-hand-side
plots in Figure 3 do not follow \strictly" straight lines. Thus, since the slopes in Table 3 were computed
using a least-square t over the range of distances 0 < x < 1; 000; 000, it follows that the measured
slopes are larger than those predicted using the (2   1) formula. If we further restrict the distances
used in our least-square t to the range 0 < x < 100; 000 in order to avoid the corruption attributed to
the limited trace length, we obtain slopes that are almost identical to those predicted using the (2  1)
formula.
To summarize, the reference interarrival model captures well the temporal locality of reference
induced by the skewed popularity prole of documents in a Web request stream, but is unable to
quantify locality due to temporal correlation of references.







































































































































































Distance from the last reference
UC trace
Figure 3: Probability distribution of reference interarrivals. The left plots are for the original traces,
and the right plots are for the scrambled traces.
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DEC trace RTP trace SD trace UC trace
Derived: 2  1

0.70 0.59 0.61 0.49
Estimated slope for x < 100; 000 0.71 0.62 0.64 0.55
Table 4: Derived and estimated slopes of the curves in Figure 3.
3.5 Temporal Correlation as a Dimension of Temporal Locality
The strong relationship between popularity and temporal locality|as evidenced by the closeness of
the slopes in Table 3|often disguises an important aspect of temporal locality, namely the temporal
correlation of repeated references to the same documents. This has lead to (for example) the inadequate
conclusion in [10] that a Zipf-like popularity distribution, together with an independent reference model,
is enough to explain temporal locality.
To characterize the level of temporal correlation in a request streams, we must \equalize" the
eect of popularity. Thus, we consider the probability distribution of reference interarrivals for equally
popular documents. For such a distribution, we expect the eect of popularity to be eliminated.
Consider the distribution of reference interarrivals for documents after they appear k times in the
request stream.8 Figure 4 (left) shows the plots when k=1, 2, 4, and 8 for the RTP trace. The results
for the other traces and for other values of k are similar. Comparing the distributions in Figure 4
(left) to those for the RTP trace in Figure 3 (left), we notice a weakening in the measured locality of
reference (as evidenced by the lesser sloping on the log-log scale). This weakening is expected since the
plots in Figure 4 (left) exclude the skew introduced by popularity. Thus, these plots capture the eect
of temporal correlation but not of popularity.
Figure 4 (right) shows the distribution of reference interarrivals for documents referenced k times,
when the trace is scrambled. The results indicate that the slope has all but disappeared, which is
expected due to the masking of popularity eects. Here, neither popularity nor temporal correlation
is present. Comparing the left-hand-side to the right-hand-side plots in Figure 4, we observe various
degrees of temporal correlation in request streams.
It is worth noting that since each of the distributions in Figure 4 is for a specic value of k, the
overall number of samples is signicantly less than the number of samples available when we consider
the distribution of reference interarrivals at all levels of popularity (i.e. for all k's), which is given by
3 (left). This reduction in samples and the limited trace length explain the drop at the extreme right
of the plots in Figure 4 (left), especially those for larger values of k.
Above study indicate, the distribution of reference interarrivals for \equally popular" documents
is a good estimator of the degree of temporal correlation in the request stream. The degree of temporal
correlation can be quantied by , the slope of log-log scaled distribution of reference interarrivals
for equally popular documents. Thus, for k-popular documents, the probability that the reference
interarrival time equals t is roughly proportional to t . Table 5 gives the ranges of . It indicates that
the value of  is rather stable for dierent values of k's, but that it varies signicantly across traces.9
Summary: Temporal locality in a request stream can be characterized using a pair (; ), where 
is the parameter of the power law characterizing the popularity of documents in the request stream
8Note that we assume that there is a warm-up period, i.e., we get the samples from the second half of the request
stream.
9Recall from our earlier discussion that proxy cache traces represent dierent client and server populations and thus
is expected to exhibit dierent locality characteristics.







































































































































































Distance from the last reference
k=8
Figure 4: The reference interarrival probability distribution for the RTP trace. The left plots are for
the original traces, and the right plots are for the scrambled traces.
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Traces DEC trace RTP trace SD trace UC trace
k = 1 0.61 0.51 0.39 0.50
k = 2 0.63 0.49 0.41 0.50
k = 4 0.63 0.47 0.40 0.46
k = 8 0.65 0.46 0.41 0.43
Table 5: The values of  identify the degree of temporal correlation in the request streams.  is
estimated with a least-square t from the bodies of the plots in Figure 4 (left).
and  is the parameter of the power law characterizing the distribution of interarrivals of requests to
equally-popular documents.
4 Implications for Cache Replacement Policies
By exploiting the locality properties in Web request streams, Web caching, replication, and prefetching
protocols can potentially achieve signicant savings [1, 5, 21, 39] in network traÆc and in perceived
document transfer latencies.
4.1 Previous Work
Table 6 classies sixteen replacement policies are according to whether they exploit temporal locality
and reference frequency, and whether they are sensitive to the variable cost=size of documents, which
is one of the salient aspects of Web caching (namely, unlike traditional memory systems, document
sizes as well as miss penalties are highly variable).
Aspect of Temporal Locality Being Exploited
Cost/Size None Recency-based Frequency-based Both
Fixed FIFO,Random LRU LFU LRU-K,LFU-DA,LRFU
Variable LFF,Latency GD,GDS Hybrid LNC-W3,GDSF,GDSP,LRV
Table 6: Taxonomy of existing Web cache replacement policies
Recency-Based Policies: Cache replacement algorithms in traditional memory systems deal with
uniform cost=size objects. LRU is the most widely used cache replacement algorithm, as it has been
shown to be superior to other policies, e.g. FIFO and Random. Since Web traÆc also exhibits locality,
LRU is adopted widely in Web servers, client applications, and proxy servers. An example is the the
variance employed in the Squid Internet object cache [34]. The GreedyDual-Size or GDS algorithm [12]
enables the incorporation of the variability of cost=size. GDS is a generalization of the GreedyDual
or GD algorithm [41], which deals with uniform-size variable-cost objects. It was shown to be online
optimal in terms of its competitive ratio and superior to LFF, which evicts the largest le and does
not capture locality.
Frequency-Based Policies: The basic frequency-aware replacement algorithm is LFU. It always
evicts the document with the lowest reference count. LFU is online-optimal under a purely independent
reference model. A straightforward generalization of LFU for dealing with variable cost=size documents
is the normalized-cost LFU, which uses frequencycostsize as the key. The Hybrid algorithm described in
[40] is an example of such a policy, and was shown to outperform LFF, LFU, and LRU.
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Recency/Frequency-based Policies: Three examples of policies that incorporate both recency and
frequency information under a uniform cost=size model are the LRU-K [32], the LFU-DA [3] and the
LRFU [27]. LRU-K [32] maintains the last K reference times to each document to compute the average
reference rate. LFU-DA [3] is a frequency-based algorithm with dynamic aging. Simulations with large
traces indicate LFU-DA obtains the highest byte hit rate. LRFU [27] combines LRU and LFU in a
hybrid policy. Generalizations for variable cost=size include LNC-W3 [35, 36], GDSF [3], GD-LFU in
[26], GDSP [25], and LRV [28]. The LNC-W3 algorithm [35, 36] is a generalization of LRU-K. The
GDSF, GD-LFU, and GDSP algorithms [3, 26, 25] augment GDS with a frequency metric.
4.2 Overview of GreadyDual* Cache Replacement
Notation: Let p be a document. Let s(p) be the size of p, and c(p) be the cost to fetch it. Each
document has a relative frequency value, denoted by f(p). Let the utility value of u(p) represent the
normalized value of p. The replacement algorithm tries to maximize the cost saving under the restriction
of total cache size. In addition, let  be the parameter of the power law T  t  characterizing reference
correlation. Recall that reference correlation is measured by the distribution of reference interarrivals
for equally-popular documents as explained in Section 3.
From GDS to GD*: Without reference correlation, a greedy algorithm can compute u(p) and sort
the documents in decreasing order, then keeps as many documents as possible in this order. With
reference correlation, the GDS algorithm [12] takes c(p)=s(p) as u(p), and uses an ination value L
to age the documents. On retrieval or on a hit, the key of a document H(p) is set to L + u(p); on
each eviction, L is set to the value H(p) of the evicted document p. GreedyDual* (GD*) redenes the
utility value u(p) and the dynamic aging mechanism to reect the strength or weakness of locality due
to temporal correlation versus that due to popularity.
Utility Value: In GD*, the utility value u(p) reects the normalized expected cost saving if the
document stays in the cache. Obviously u(p) is proportional to c(p)=s(p). Moreover, it is also propor-
tional to the long-term frequency if the reference pattern is stable. Since the past reference count is a
good approximation of the frequency, u(p) should be roughly proportional to f(p)c(p)s(p) , where f(p) is
approximated by the reference count so far.
Dynamic Aging: Since Web traÆc exhibits reference correlation GD* uses a dynamic aging mech-
anism similar to that used in GDS. Namely, each document p has an H(p) value, meanwhile the
algorithm keeps an inating L value to age the documents in the cache. When the L value catches up
with H(p), then p will be the candidate for eviction. On each hit or when fetching from the server, the
algorithm resets the H value of a document to its base value plus L.
Now the only remaining problem is setting the base value. The base value for a document must
reect both the document utility and the degree of reference correlation. Since reference interarrivals
for equally popular documents follow T  t , the maximal length of time for p to stay in the cache
should be proportional to u(p)1=. We assume the cache is in a steady state, when L increases steadily,
and the time for a document to stay in the cache is roughly proportional to its base value. Therefore,
in GD*, the base value is set to u(p)1=. We illustrate how it works through an example. Assume
 = 0:5. Assume u(p1) is twice u(p2) due to dierences in p1 and p2's retrieval costs, their sizes, or
their relative frequencies. Given the power law T  t , it follows that document p1 at time 4t after
the last reference to it is as competitive as document p2 at time t after the last reference to it. Thus,
GD* obtains equal marginal cost saving from caching either.
Summary: Our GreedyDual* (GD*) algorithm captures both popularity and temporal correlation.
The frequency in the base value formula captures long-term popularity, while  controls the rate of
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aging. A smaller  means weaker reference correlation, therefore a larger base value, which means
documents are aged more slowly. The GD* algorithm and details of its eÆcient implementation are
given in Appendix B.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
We used trace-driven simulations to evaluate GD* against a number of cache replacement strategies.
Experimental Setup and Metrics: We compared GD* with LRU, GDS, and LFU-DA (LFU with
dynamic aging [3]). Other policies such as LFF, Hybrid [40], and LRV [28] were not considered since
they were shown to under-perform GDS [12].
Both GDS and GD* describe a family of algorithms. To complete the specication of a member
of this family, we need to dene what constitutes the cost of a miss (i.e. miss penalty). To that end, we
adopt two models. Under the constant cost model, we assume that documents have the same retrieval
cost. The resulting algorithms are termed GDS(1) and GD*(1). Under the packet cost model, we
assume that document retrieval costs are proportional to document size.10 The resulting algorithms
are termed GDS(packets) and GD*(packets).
In our experiments, we considered two main performance metrics|Hit Rate (HR) and Byte Hit
Rate (BHR). The constant cost model aims at optimizing HR, whereas the packet cost model aims
at optimizing BHR. The use of the constant cost model is appropriate if the purpose of caching is to
improve the performance as perceived by the clients of the cache. This would be the case if the cache is
deployed close to a client population (e.g. an organizational caching proxy) to reduce response times.
The use of the packet cost model is appropriate if the purpose of caching is to improve the utility of
the cache or to reduce the overall traÆc between the cache and Web servers. This would be the case
if the cache is deployed by an ISP to optimize the performance of its networks.
The traces used to drive our simulations were the ones presented in Table 1. HR1 and BHR1 are
the hit rates when cache size is innite; they represent an upper bound for HR and BHR, respectively.
For GD* we estimated the  in an on-line fashion using a least-square t.
In our experiments, we varied the cache size from a size of less than 1% to a size of about 20% of
the total number of unique bytes in the trace.
Performance Under Constant Cost Assumption: Figure 5 shows HR and BHR for the dierent
traces. In each plot, the x-axis (in logarithmic scale) represent the cache size and the y-axis represents
the HR (left plots) or BHR (right plots). To establish how each of the algorithms approaches the upper
bounds for HR and BHR, the range of the y-axis is set to [0-HR1] (left plots) and [0-BHR1] (right
plots).
The results in Figure 5 show that LRU and LFU-DA perform signicantly worse than GDS(1)
and GD*(1).11 The poor performance of LRU and LFU-DA can be explained by noting that these
policies do not consider size as a factor in evaluating the utility of a document. The results in Figure
5 also indicate that the performance of GD*(1) is consistently better than that of GDS(1), especially
when the cache size is small.12 This suggests that the advantage of taking temporal correlation into
consideration is more crucial for small caches.
10Namely, the number of packets transferred = 2 + size
536
.
11For example, for the DEC trace when cache size is 1GB, LRU's HR is 35.4% and LFU-DA's HR is 37.5% while both
GDS(1) and GD*(1) obtain a HR of about 44%|a 20%-26% improvement.
12For example, for the DEC trace when cache size is 0.3% of the total size of unique documents, the HR for GD*(1) is
30.8% compared to 26.9% for GDS(1)|a 15% improvement.
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Figure 5: Hit rates when cost of document retrieval is xed
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In terms of BHR, the performance of GDS(1) was always the worst. This is not surprising since
GDS(1) favors small documents, thus sacricing BHR [6]. Interestingly, even though the main objec-
tive of GD*(1) is the optimization of HR, the BHR of GD*(1) remains competitive with those of LFU
and LFU-DA. This can be explained by noting that the incorporation of reference frequency into GD*
allows it to retain frequently referenced documents, including large ones.
There are two conclusions from this simulation. First, frequency-based policies consistently out-
perform recency-based policies, e.g., LFU-DA outperforms LRU and GD*(1) outperforms GDS(1).
Second, when HR is the main objective, GD*(1) obtains higher HR than GDS(1), without signicantly
compromising BHR. Actually, GD*(1) is competitive with LRU and LFU-DA, which aim at maximiz-
ing BHR.
Performance Under Packets Cost Assumption: Figure 6 shows the hit rates of LRU, LFU-DA,
GDS(packets), and GD*(packets) for the dierent traces.
The results in Figure 6 indicate that the hit rates achieved by GDS(packets) and LRU are
very close. This can be explained by noting that when the cost is proportional to document size,
GDS(packets) is nearly equivalent to LRU. The slight advantage of GDS(packets) is due to its sensitivity
to document size. Figure 6 also shows that for both HR and BHR, LFU-DA outperforms GDS(packets)
and LRU. This is consistent with other studies, which conrmed the advantage of frequency-based poli-
cies over recency-based policies [3, 10, 28, 40].
The results in Figure 6 indicate that GD*(packets) consistently outperforms all other policies with
respect to both HR and BHR. Table 7 illustrates an instance of the improvements and savings achieved
through the use of GD* under the UC trace when cache size is 1GB.13
Performance Improvement Achieved through GD*
HR (Gain%) BHR (Gain%) Packets (Gain%)
LRU ! GD* 33.3% ! 50.1% (50.4%) 31.1% ! 37.6% (20.9%) 68.8M ! 86.1M (25.1%)
GDS ! GD* 36.5% ! 50.1% (37.3%) 31.4% ! 37.6% (19.9%) 71.1M ! 86.1M (19.7%)
LFU-DA ! GD* 39.0% ! 50.1% (28.4%) 33.7% ! 37.6% (11.6%) 79.0M ! 86.1M (8.9%)
Table 7: Example of performance gains achieved through the use of GD*.
Sensitivity of GD* to Temporal Correlations: To evaluate the eect of  on the eÆciency of
GD*, we manually set the value of  used in GD*(packets) from 0.125 to 2. Figure 7 shows the resulting
hit rates. Both HR and BHR are maximized when  is close to 0.5, which is very close to the actual
value of  (between 0.46 and 0.51) for the RTP traces as shown in Table 5. This conrms that u(p)1=
is an appropriate quantication of the base value for a document.
Another observation from Figure 7 is that the eect of  is more pronounced when the cache is
small|when the cache is large, the hit rates are closer to their upper bounds, so the sensitivity of GD*
to  decreases.
13For the UC trace, 1 GB of cache represents approximately 2.5% of the total size of the unique documents.
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Figure 6: Hit rates when cost of document retrieval is equal to the number of packets transferred
































































Figure 7: Hit rates of GD*(packets) with dierent settings of 
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that there are two phenomena that contribute to temporal locality
in Web request streams|namely popularity and temporal correlation of references. We have shown
how to capture both of these dimensions using the parameters of two power laws|one characterizing
popularity and the other characterizing the interarrival of references for equally-popular documents.
The implications of our characterization on Web cache replacement policies are two-fold. First,
our study helps understand the relative importance of long-term frequency and short-term temporal
correlation on replacement policies. Second, since popularity is the predominant cause of temporal
locality (as our characterization indicates), a long-term frequency-based replacement policies (such
as LFU) should be used as it is known to be online-optimal under an independent reference model.
However, such a policy should be seasoned by allowing the replacement policies to be sensitive to the
level of temporal correlation in the request stream.
We demonstrate this two-pronged approach to capturing temporal locality by proposing a novel
cache replacement policy, which capitalizes on and adapts to the relative strengths of both long-term
popularity and short-term temporal correlation. Simulation results show the superiority of this ap-
proach, and thus highlight the benet of delineating between the two sources of temporal locality:
popularity and temporal correlation of references.
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A Relationship between Popularity and Reference Interarrivals
Theorem: If the distribution of document popularity in a request stream asymptotically follows a
power law with parameter , where 0:5    1, then the distribution of reference interarrivals in
a random permutation of that request stream can be characterized asymptotically using a power law
with parameter (2  1).
Proof: Let k denote the number of references to a page and N(k) be the number of pages referenced
k times.
Let F (t) denote the number of instances whereby two references to the same document are separated
by t units of time, where 0 < t < 1 is the normalized time spanning the randomly-permuted request
stream.14 Notice that F (t) is only a constant multiply of the probability distribution of interarrival
times.
Let P (t; k) denote the number of instances whereby two references to the same k-popular document
are separated by t units of time, where k  1 (i.e. we are only interested in documents referenced at
least twice).
We make the following two observations:
1. N(k)  k 1 
1
 , where  is the parameter of the power law governing the Zipf-like distribution
of document popularity. This observation follows by noting that N(K) can be obtained by
transposing the x-axis and y-axis of the popularity distribution and taking the derivative of the
resulting function. Let N(k) = Ck 1 
1
 .
2. P (t; k)  ke kt. The interarrivals of independent (i.e. randomly scattered) references to an object




Since 1 e k approaches unity so fast when k increases, it follows that we can take P (t; k)  ke kt,
without aecting the asymptotic property we are attempting to establish.
For a document accessed k times, the number of intervals appearing in the reference stream is (k  1).
From the denition of P (t; k), we get that the total number of t-wide intervals is given by (k 1)P (t; k) =
k(k   1)e kt. Thus, the total number of such intervals for all documents in the reference stream is
N(k)(k   1)P (t; k) = Ck 
1
 (k   1)ekt.










 (k   1)ekt; k  2: (1)
14In other words, t = 0 denotes the beginning of the trace and t = 1 denotes the end of the trace.
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a 1e tdt is the incomplete Gamma function. Comparing it to  (2 1=; 2t)
when t is small, t (1  1=; 2t) is insignicant for any 0:5    1. Moreover, the complete Gamma
function  (2   1)   (2  
1
 ; 0) is analytic since 2  
1
 > 0. When t is small,  (2  
1
 ; 2t) is close to
 (2  1), a constant. Therefore in this case:
F (t)  C








; t 1: (3)
When t is not very small, the second item is non-negligible, so there will be a visible \dip" in the log-log


















Figure 8: F (t)=C with parameter .
Note: The interarrival probability distribution function shown in Figure 3 has the same shape as
the curves in Figure 8. The log-log scaled plots exhibit nearly straight line when t is small. This
demonstrates the inherent quantitative relationship between power-law popularity distribution and
interarrival distribution spelled out in Theorem A.
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B The GreedyDual* Cache Replacement Algorithm
Algorithm GreedyDual*
L  0.0
for each request for document p do
if p is in cache
then H(p) L+ (f(p)c(p)s(p) )
1=
else fetch p
while there is not enough free cache for p
do L minfH(q)jq is in cacheg
Evict the minimum q
H(p) L+ (f(p)c(p)s(p) )
1=
Implementation Details
Our implementation of GreedyDual* maintains a priority queue with key H(p). Handling either a hit
or a replacement requires O(logn) time. Thus, it has the same overhead as GreedyDual-Size.
In our implementation, the constant  is estimated in an online fashion. This is done by keeping
the number of references at dierent intervals for equally popular documents and computing  using a
least-square t. The value of  for a given proxy cache was found to be stable over time.
All frequency-aware replacement policies face a common problem. They must keep track of
reference counts, in order to guarantee the accuracy of frequency information. Obviously, it is unrealistic
for an algorithm to keep all the reference counters of evicted documents. However, it is possible to
only keep a subset of the the reference counters. In our simulation, the space for reference counters
was subject to the following constraints: (1) less than 1% of the cache keeps the reference counters of
evicted documents, and (2) the total number of counters is less than 512K. This is done through the
use of an O(1) replacement algorithm.
